Gene expression signatures for HOXA4, HOXA9, and HOXD10 reveal alterations in transcriptional regulatory networks in colon cancer.
We previously reported that HOXA4, HOXA9, and HOXD10 are selectively expressed in colonic stem cells (SCs) and their overexpression contributes to colorectal cancer (CRC). Our goals here were to determine how these HOX genes are transcriptionally regulated and whether transcriptional dysregulation of HOX genes occurs in CRC. Accordingly, we used correlation analysis to identify genes that are expression-correlated or anticorrelated with HOXA4, HOXA9, and HOXD10. We then used Gene Ontology (GO) analysis to functionally classify these genes. The GO results for both HOXA4 and HOXD10 correlated gene sets for normal colon and CRC show functions mostly classified as developmental, transcriptional regulation, and DNA binding. This raised the question: Are these gene sets regulated by the same transcription factors (TFs)? Consequently, we used promoter analysis and interaction network toolset (PAINT) to identify commonly shared transcription response elements. The results indicated that completely different sets of TFs coregulate HOXA4 and HOXD10 (but not HOXA9) and their expression-correlated genes. And predicted TFs are altered in CRC compared with normal colon. Taken together, analysis of gene signatures correlated with expression of HOXA4 and HOXD10 indicates how these HOX genes are: (a) transcriptionally regulated in the normal colon; (b) dysregulated in CRC. This discovery provides a mechanism for targeting CRC SCs.